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Note from the Editors
Let us start by thanking all of our new and returning contributors who are truly making
Scryptic something special. When we started this project back in April, our mission was to
create a platform for poets and artists who felt like their darkness didn't have a place to
shine. But now, together, we all have created this beautiful safe space where our most
taboo thoughts and feelings don't have to remain hidden. Along with our usual dose of
supernatural and eerie pieces, we received a large number submissions that dealt with
heavy topics like suicide, abuse, and rape. This is a good thing, because we believe that
making art from these traumatic experiences – then sharing them with an understanding
and compassionate audience – helps exorcise the demons that try to destroy us. We're
extremely fortunate that we have the opportunity to help erase the taboo on these subjects,
so they can be talked about openly without any shame. I feel that this issue of Scryptic
does a great job with bringing a lot of these topics out in the open.
And of course, we still love our spooky pieces just as much!
We hope you enjoy reading this issue of Scryptic as much as we enjoyed putting it
together! We also hope you all have an amazing Autumn and enjoy the Halloween
season! We'll see you in the Winter!
Regards,
Chase Gagnon and Lori A Minor
Editors, Scryptic Magazine
PS- Make sure to look at our special announcements at the end of this issue!
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The Choice
“What is happening?”
“You have arrived to make the choice” comes the voice that is neither near nor far.
“What choice?”
“Of another existence” comes the voice that is neither loud nor soft.
“I can go back to my old existence?”
“No … different existence ” comes the voice that is neither spoken nor heard.
“An existence that is better than my old one?”
“Unknown” comes the voice that is neither male nor female.
“What kind of existence then?”
“Details … gender, health, status … not know” comes the voice that is neither human nor
non-human.
“When will this take place?”
“Begins at conception … ends at the end” comes the voice that is neither living nor dead.
“Please, will you tell me more?”
“No more to tell” comes the voice that is neither friendly nor hostile.
“I think … I understand.”
“Make the choice” comes the voice that is neither supportive nor discouraging.

-Valentina Ranaldi-Adams
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Night Vigil
On this last night, you recognise me and through your mask call out my name to ask for
water. I walk up to you and shake my head. You search my face, puzzled. I sit and watch
the darkness outside and the occasional car lights whizzing past. You stare at me but I
know I have to ignore your requests, so I pretend to sleep.
night vigil...
awaiting daybreak
a reflection of you
on the hospital window
taking your last breath

-Samantha Sirimanne Hyde
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moonless sky
another nightmare
that's all too real
twilight shadows
so much
we keep hidden
test results
the depths
of silence
the loneliness
of the wake
passing shadows
starless night
the darkness
in your eyes

-Rachel Sutcliffe
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Inside Out
sins of the flesh
her illness
becoming mine
speaking in tongues
my rite
of prostitution
visions of jesus
no one suspects
psychosis
bible study
we learn how not
to feel
closed doors
all the little lies
I told
heavy breathing
he tells me
it’s the lord’s will
discipleship
I contemplate
suicide
masturbation
the way he says
“God bless”
exorcism
my pastor waits
for payment
our last sermon
I let
the devil win

-Tia Haynes
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agnostic
losing faith
in self-belief

therapy
therapies
the rapist

a dark rainbow (ER: 3am)
alone, confused
battered, bruised
deeper reds, deeper blues
each hue infused
with hopelessness

-David J Kelly
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-David J Kelly
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life lessons
I stayed in an Indonesian village, near Sulawesi, for a couple of days, to reconnoitre
fieldwork sites for a bird project. I was travelling with a translator but, at the time in
question, the translator was elsewhere. The locals knew I was a birdwatcher and seemed
both amused and bemused (in equal measure) that someone should travel so far to look at
birds. Some time during the stifling afternoon, a small boy arrived at the house
announcing “ada burung” (he had a bird). He showed it off to an insipid reception; it was
a limp corpse, recently dispatched with a catapult. Despite the coolness of his audience,
he seemed very pleased with himself. I ignored him. I reasoned that the boy was there for
attention from the unusual visitor, so I denied him that attention. He eventually tired of
parading the dishevelled trophy around the house and took the bird outside to his friends.
They played with it for some time. At one point the bird was decapitated to shrieks of
delight. The head was mounted on a stick and played with like a puppet. Through a side
window, I saw the boys slowly dismember the corpse and throw the pieces at one another.
It seemed to be a great game for them. I wished my Indonesian had been better, perhaps
I could have persuaded them that there is beauty in life.
an empty orchard
the fruitlessness
of despair

-David J Kelly
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-David J Kelly and Judith Baguley
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Drama of Life
I can no longer conjure the day
whether it wore sun or winter –
did the wind blow downy soft or coffee strong?
I no more remember the birds
who sang from their trees or shrubs
crows or warblers or jays
I know the day changed me
a first metamorphosis away
from innocence and naivete
I felt the world rearrange herself
shift her axis and sensed my cameo role
in the drama of life, that first day
I knew I was bound to death

-Joann Grisetti
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Nothing
Nothing is a light blue sky, bleached pale by the heat of a summer sun.
One portion – while I lie with my back on shade cool grass – one portion pales further,
and greys. A cloud.
begins, forms, shapes, builds out of nothing into fog, swishing and swirling, a damp
formless, energetic.
The cloud absorbs all. White layers on shadows, shells with pearls, nacred blues and greys
transform to steel and iron as the anvil rises and rumbles in its rising.
At the first flash I rise, nothing has fled, something surrounds me, the air now an electric
pulsing mass.
I catch the first droplet, small, cool on my sticky palm.
I peer into nothing.

-Joann Grisetti
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That Longest Sleep
that longest sleep
beckons me with promises
I know it can deliver
and yet,
a sliver of hesitation
rumbles and pinches at my gut
swelling my doubt into
a wish
a fevered prayer
rushes out cold chapped lips
into gloaming eve ‘one more’

-Joann Grisetti
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Anna
for two or three months
I wanted to be Anna –
a brave woman who seized her fate
out of the hands of her men
after passing the first shock – not
that of a train, but that she had a lover –
a husband and a lover
the naïve girl left behind her
the gullible youth who had believed
the packaged idea of one plus one
begetting happiness, or at least marriage
Anna shocked me, then surprised me
with her train, but the novel
disappointed, overwhelming me with men
I devoured the Russians
never again letting them shock me
as I fell in and out of lovers
still longing for my train

-Joann Grisetti
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-Joann Grisetti
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thinking outside the box four dead kittens

that flower quietly fuckable

at night her sad poems escape across the seaweed

winter trees the anatomy of astronauts

-Stephen Toft
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The Language of Dreams
If you fly a chicken sandwich to space, why can’t you fly anything? It doesn't make any
sense, man. We want to be somewhere different, see something different – jazz stars and
dead bears, emaciated bears. You leave work, have the weekend off and you come in
Monday and hear about so-and-so committing suicide. The thing that really haunts you is
the cell phone that was in his pocket ringing. I just want my death to be cool, and I guess
being speared by a narwhal would be a pretty cool way to go.
*
You asked for justice; they shot you in the face. Obviously, rage was an ingredient,
perhaps some type of message sending. It’s hard to believe it really happened, and
everyone is sitting here and having a good time, and the music is still playing. I'm going to
get depressed, I'm going to have my moments. I'm going to get depressed here and there,
you know what I'm saying? Just to put strings on a viola has become impossible.
*
There was no way out, we were stuck, thinking of all the children who were asleep on the
higher floors. My neighbors were running back and forth in the corridor shouting at each
other. The things I saw! Beautiful girls and holy icons. Hunting trophies and rosaries.
Now they’re carrying out dead bodies. We have to decide what kind of language we’re
going to use. I knock on the door, and I say hello, and I shake hands. For some reason,
nothing dark follows me there.

-Howie Good
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Bones and Ashes
They make a lot of money down there, and they’ll defend it with knives and guns. I've got
scars and stuff up and down my body. A completely humiliating situation. Many of us
were gunned down as we fled. You could hear the laughter. And, just as suddenly, you
couldn’t hear it anymore. Where are we now? Who are we, anyway? It seems like we
have more deaths here than other places. The world should know what happened. We
don’t want the fire to run away with us again.
*
First they stole everything, then they burned everything. This was the spice market – it’s
totally gone. There was a checkpoint here, there were sandbags there. Perhaps we’ll need
them again. It’s just that I don’t want to be there. We often say, If only this, or if only that.
Soon I’ll be dead, and it won’t matter.
*
There were a couple of old ladies who believed in Jesus, but believed in Buddha, too. We
told them to just hide and be silent. We never heard back from them. I don’t think my
mother ever got over it. Either a bomb was planted or someone blew himself up. When I
looked out the window, I saw a guy with blood all over his face and T-shirt. It has to stop.
Some young girl is running through the woods naked screaming.

-Howie Good
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And Sometimes Y
Everybody is very worried. Will there always be a guard box with a soldier with a rifle on
his shoulder? The long grasses here have me paranoid. We’re the crazy dudes. We have
animals – dogs, flies, mice. Whatever it is, smaller lives longer. It’s a rethinking of how we
were originally conceived. I get my inspiration from Kim Kardashian. We’re given three
bras and a bottle of Bombshell, the No. 1 selling perfume. It’s like an addiction, like
vodka for an alcoholic. And, geographically, it’s expanding. There’s nowhere in the
country you can say this place is better than another. People like me, I don’t even know if
they’d let me in. The scarecrow too has to wear the yellow star.

-Howie Good
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secondhand clothes
a couple
crosses the sidewalk
to avoid me
wilted roses
by now I know
what decay is
only a few hours old
this dead mayfly
at least I'm man enough
to cry sometimes
some part of me still lives
at that place we first met
dandelions
grow through a crack
in the sidewalk

-Gabriel Bates
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-Kenzie King
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-Kenzie King
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Blood Moon Rising
The blood-red moon cast eerie reflections on the dark, murky waters of the bayou that
surrounded Joe’s Bar & Grill. Inside, a small group of locals sat drinking and talking when the
front door opened and two strangers entered. The conversations stopped as they watched the two
men move towards a booth near the jukebox. They were dressed in tight-fitting jeans and
sleeveless flannel shirts, had rainbow-colored, spiked hair, multiple piercings and ear lobe gauges.
“Hell, is the circus in town?” laughed Ernie, a regular customer. He was morbidly obese and
dressed in filthy jeans, a dirty flannel shirt, and a baseball cap, from which hung, greasy, stringy
hair. Joe, the owner, gave him a sharp glare and walked over to the booth.
“What can I get for you boys?”
“Two beers, please. And, do you serve food?”
“Nothin’ fancy. Just burgers and fries, onion rings and chicken wings.”
“Two burgers and fries, please.”
“How do you want them cooked?”
“Bloody.”
Joe walked back to the kitchen. The men at the bar turned back to their conversation, but
Ernie just stared at the strangers.
“Fuckin’ faggots.”
One of the strangers turned and glared at Ernie. He guzzled down his beer and staggered
to the booth.
“So,” he snarled, “we don’t get many strangers in these parts. Where y’all from?”
“New Orleans,” answered the eldest of the two. He had a few days’ worth of stubble on
his face and reeked of cheap cologne. Joe stood there transfixed, as he stared into the stranger’s
yellow glowing eyes but after a few seconds, Joe closed his eyes, shook his head, and returned to
his stool at the bar.
“Not much of a crowd,” the eldest of the two said to Joe as he returned with their food.
“Yeah. Hardly anyone comes out on a full moon.”
“Why?”
“On account of the unsolved full moon murders we’ve had over the past year.”
“Murders?”
“Yeah. All of the victims were mutilated so badly that they couldn’t be recognized without
dental records. People ‘round here, reckon it’s a Loup-Garou.”
“A what?” asked the oldest of the two.
“A Loup-Garou. A werewolf.”
The youngest giggled as he bit into his burger, the blood, dripped down his chin.
“He thinks there’s a werewolf around here.”
“You think murder is something to laugh at, boy?” snapped Joe.
“Jean, you stop that now, and apologize, you hear?”
Jean looked down on the ground and whispered,
“I’m sorry Armand.”
“Not to me. Him.”
“Sorry mister. I meant no harm.”
“It’s okay. Everyone’s a little on edge around here, that’s all. Enjoy your food.”
He walked back to the bar. Jean and Armand continued to eat. Something didn’t seem
right about those two, he thought.
Around 1 a.m., the only people left in the bar, were Joe, Ernie and the two strangers.
“Mind if I play something?” Jean called out as he walked to the juke box.
“Help yourself.”
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He smiled and put his money into the machine. Creedence Clearwater Revival’s Bad Moon
Rising blared from the speakers. Jean started to whoop and holler on the dance floor.
“Hey Armand, dance avec moi.”
Armand got up, walked to the dance floor, grabbed Jean by the arm, and dragged him back to
their booth.
“Aw, man. Now why’d you have to go and do that?”
“Because we aren’t in New Orleans. THAT’S why. Behave yourself.”
As they returned to the booth, Joe saw that Ernie was upset by their shenanigans. He got up and
snarled at the two men.
“Fuckin’ faggots.” He got up, threw money on the counter and staggered out. The two men
listened to a couple of more songs before they got up, walked to the counter and smiled at Joe.
“Those were really great burgers, sir. Thanks.”
“Don’t mention it.”
“How much?”
“$12.”
Armand gave Joe a twenty-dollar bill and told him to keep the change.
“We’re sorry if we caused you any problems.”
Joe smiled.
“No problems. But be careful with Ernie though. He can be a mean son-of-a-bitch when he’s
drunk.”
Armand smiled.
“Don’t worry mister. We know how to take care of ourselves. Goodnight.”
Armand placed his arm around Jean, and kissed him as they left the bar.
The parking lot was empty except for a rusted out Dodge pick-up truck parked near the edge of
the swamp. Joe stood next to it. He held a tire iron.
“Faggots.”
They stopped, turned and glared at him.
“Fucking faggots.”
Armand laughed.
“That’s Mr. Faggots to you, asshole.”
Ernie ran and grabbed Armand by the arm. Armand sighed. He really didn’t need this shit right
now. Neither of them did. He stood there for a couple of seconds before he spoke.
“If I were you, sir, I would let go of my arm before something happens.”
Ernie laughed.
“Oh yeah? Like what?”
“Like this.”
Ernie felt the snap of his arm bone before he blacked out from the pain.
Around 3:00 a.m., Joe left the bar and locked the door behind him. He carried an industrial
strength garbage bag towards the dumpster, and stopped. On the ground in front of the dumpster
lay the bloody remains of a man. Joe vomited when he realized that the body belonged to Ernie
because there were still fragments of his red flannel shirt that still clung to his body. He looked as
though he had been torn apart by wolves. He heard the sound of laughter come from the water’s
edge. He turned and saw two men standing side by side, holding hands. They howled like wolves
and their eyes glowed. They overpowered him and tore him to shreds.
On the Greyhound bus to New Orleans, the two slept, and knew that they were safe, because
they had left no witnesses or traces of their presence behind.

-Rob McCabe
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Changing my Skin
A door slams. I hurry along the street not noticing blood on my hands or drops falling
from my shoes with each step beneath the eye of a full moon. Streetlights zap and hiss as I
pass. Moth breeze cools my face. Headlights cross my path as I turn the corner running
towards safety of trees.
on the trail
dodging potholes
new beginnings
Screaming sirens shatter the darkness. Shards like stars fall in fiery balls to earth.
Stripping leaves from trees, trapping my true self in the glare.
pressures
deep in the earth
mould diamonds

-Marilyn Humbert
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River Shadows
Lost. Tearful. Stumbling along a thorn-edged bank. Gurgles, splashes, follow her
progress. An owl secluded in the old river gum’s forked branches watches, eyes round,
unblinking. The koala eating mouthfuls of eucalypt leaves pauses chewing disturbed by
movement below. Deep in their burrow among snaking redgum roots the rabbit family
huddles closer. Moonlight flickers on current ripples, entice.
Murray River a child is sleeping
in an underwater forest

-Marilyn Humbert
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two lovebirds
on a bench
dedicated to
a woman
who walked
into the sea

last night i wore a black veil to find myself

- Ai Li
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The Mystic
the macabre
fascinates the young virgin . . .
she willingly
agrees to become
a human sacrifice
strapped to a post
atop a stack of kindling
in a sheer white gown . . .
the Sons of Satan gather
to witness the immolation
the flames flicker
and grow ever higher
consuming the girl . . .
a dark gray smoke drips soot
griming the spectators' hands
a mystic appears
in the body of the martyr
arms raised to heaven . . .
the sky darkens - bolts of lightning
smite the entire gaping mob
the pyre dissipates . . .
Satan rises from the ashes
and cursing in tongues
vows revenge upon the conjurer
who simply fades away

-Michael H. Lester
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-Michael H. Lester
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at the opium den
near the bazaar
where spirits are lifted high
lie men in rags
in unspeakable filth
beneath the glitter of gold

-Michael H. Lester
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The Four Horsemen
Wild as a savage Saharan wind
They whip across the plains unfettered
Death and destruction in their wake
An unreckoning force of havoc
A cyclone spinning uncontrolled
Cutting a bloody swath through time
A horde of minions milling
Through grains of rippled sand
Disintegrate and vanish into dust
Scraps of flesh cling to severed limbs
Shattered bones litter the ashen earth
The apocalypse - come to inflict its wrath
Four stallions whinny and rear
A rainbow of determined malice
Arching over mountains and shallows
They rake the last of humanity to shreds
Trample the scorch of its rotten core
And leap skyward to the blackened void

-Michael H. Lester
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The Things I Did
I plucked the petals off a flower to watch the gardener cry
I pulled the wings off a butterfly to see if it could fly
I deprived a fish of water to see if it would die
I slit my wrists with a razor blade and never said good bye

-Michael H. Lester
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-Debbie Strange
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-Debbie Strange
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-Debbie Strange
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-Debbie Strange
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-Debbie Strange
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See
I see the children
play
innocent on
tricycles
and puppies
trailing
behind
and mothers
that don’t
work
because day care
cost too
much
and father
toils away
in the factory
while father
toils away
at some
underpaying
fast food
joint
and
mother says
press those
peddles
Forward
Marley
press those
peddles Forward
the girl sings
the birds sing
my
PTSD flairs
&
my childhood memories
flair
I close the garage
door
upon her happy
future
& my
unhappy
past
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& the beer
slides
down my
gullet
as Marley
sings
and my
garage door
slowly
closes
on a shifty
future

-Wayne Russell
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mind your step
nurse my cancer
suck my wound
bleed for me
for days
in this tomb
alabaster hidden
dog snoring underneath
the soft Florida pine
I grew up here
white sand beaches
pristine shore
such a
pretty boy
with his golden locks
they laughed when I said
that I had
caught a fish
like
Uncle Robert
but it was only a dead fish
that had washed ashore
earlier in the day
as I grew into the awkward
young man of 16
my father offered me up
some booze
my virgin drink
so I partook
of
and
drank peppermint snops
and then my first beer
dad laughed
when I chucked it all up
like daemons from his abyss
that would someday claim him
it was like he was setting me up
for failure
I clutched his baton
like a runner
and sprinted into the sunset
he seemed to say
run you adopted dumb ass
run and don’t forget this torch
41

of debauchery that I have proudly
passed onto you
was it genetics
from the drunken biological father
that could not raise his own son?
was it my own daemons lurking in the closet
and the problems grew
the clinical depression
the ptsd
the autism
the loneliness
the isolation
here is the cliff
the devil pronounced
now if you would just take
that
final
step

-Wayne Russell
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Sunday morning
we exorcise the demon
of you
burnt sky
a sorceress warns
about the future
midnight
the ghosts of our past
flank my vision
hot breath
in my ear
chilled words
blindfolded
a voice whispers
don't scream
scarred and bruised
the hand reaching
for mine
chessboard
you move; I move
toward destruction
wasteland
I roam the empty streets
caked in regret

-Tiffany Shaw-Diaz
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-Christine L. Villa
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the secret
I never told my kids I knew
he was a pedophile
when I married him

leaving my newborn
in the toilet –
I get an A+
on my term paper:
Caring for a Baby

clearing his throat
over and over again
every 3 seconds
I think of how to help him
shut the hell up

I used to hear him
through my bedroom wall
slapping mom around –
in my anger I’d whisper
do it again…

-Susan Burch
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Open Forum
Her comment to you, mean and taunting like a bully, was uncalled for. I want to slap it
back into her throat and make her swallow it.
emergency
tracheotomy we take turns
plugging the hole
with our thumbs

-Susan Burch
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Bones
The dog gnaws on its bone as the man,
hunkered down in the sand,
watches and thinks of home.
Back home the leaves would be turning,
the trees an explosion of orange and red.
Kitchens would smell of pumpkin and apple,
and farmers would harvest their wheat.
Back home, children would be witches and goblins,
gorging on chocolate and candy.
Dogs would be sitting in dens,
contentedly chewing on bones.
His reverie dies,
a command is given,
and the man stands,
clutching his gun.
The dog, startled,
runs through the debris
and the soldier tries to convince himself
that the bone belonged to a goat.

-Todd Fischer
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Feeding
Bleeding, I feed the leech
Pumping blood to slake its thirst
My flesh is punctured by its tiny teeth
This thing that thirsts for me
My children need my love and care
My lover too my love she needs
Yet all could live without me
All the people on this beach
As infinite as grains of sand
Their needs, if need be, met by others
But this, this mutant worm
If not for me would starve
And as I gush into its maw
My bliss is overwhelming

-Todd Fischer
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Fecund Garden
Dark the rain, and dark the sky,
Where the ebon ravens fly,
Down the streets of filthy tar,
Underneath the Hades star,
Past horrid homes of hoarded hate,
To the vile garden’s gate.
Fecund is the garden’s growth,
Croak the crows a callous oath,
Rotted badgers claw the earth
‘Neath the wilted willows worth.
Under moon truth dead in space
Here I dwell within this place
The one and only of my race.

-Todd Fischer
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-Susan Mallernee
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-Susan Mallernee
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The horror of self-reflection
My reflection
Loves me
It’s all too flirty,
Our eyes are always catching
Whenever I sit
Wherever I am
My eyes follow me.
I utterly despise
I totally abhor
Those searching eyes
They’re looking for something.
Love? Hope? Transformation?
I can feel them peer under the door
When I hide in the attic
I can feel them now.

-Simeon du Toit
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chalk outline...
fading memory
of myself

dusky gray dawn leaks blood of many colors

look into murky depths nightmares surface black coffee no cow

-Pat Geyer
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-Pat Geyer
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PROSE KINEMA

1
This morning I met Respighe on the Boulevard St. Germain. He wore a suit made of
Japanese rice paper and a bowler hat surmounted by a red and yellow whirligig. A
carpenter’s pencil protruded from his left ear, a Russian cigarette with a cardboard filter
from his right. We bowed with elaborate formality. I complimented him on the perfect
symmetry of his purple moustache.

2
Last night I dreamed I was making love to Modigliani’s Jeanne. The familiar elongated
oval face and sadly lidded eyes. Her breasts were marvelously big and she squeezed them
together above her crossed arms, the dark skin around her nipples dusted with flecks of
gold paint. We were surrounded by waxwork figures wearing evening clothes who laughed
because Jeanne would not let them see her breasts. Their faces were stained and veined
like the porcelain of pissoirs, and although they laughed their lips were painted on like the
brims of bowler hats. Suddenly my ecstasy turned to a suffocating fear, and when I woke
up I was a bicycle wheel balanced on a policeman’s truncheon in the Bois de Boulogne.
3
The old man beside the Seine, wearing a fisherman’s jacket with tarnished buttons and
patches on the sleeves. We smoked together in the spontaneous companionship of the
lonely and dispossessed. A bateau-mouche came past, glittering like a jeweler’s window, a
phonograph somewhere inside it playing the music of a bal-musette. In the profound
darkness and silence that succeeded it, our cigarette tips were the braziers of our souls.
4
Idea for a short film: Four men sit around a table, playing cards. The dealer deals each a
hand, face down. Then the betting starts. Each man throws down a coin, another coin, a
third. Then the process is repeated with paper money. There is a pause. Then the first
man lays down a wallet, the second a cigarette case, the third a fountain pen, the fourth a
wrist watch. Another pause, after which the betting continues, this time with a tie, a shoe, a
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belt, and a bowler hat. After this, the objects used to raise the stakes become more and
more outlandish, for example: a revolver, a telephone, a teapot, a cuckoo clock; a lobster,
a bomb, a bicycle wheel, a dead cat. Finally, one of the men throws in a shop-window
mannequin, naked except for a fashionable cloche hat. A lengthy pause. Then the
mannequin sits up, stretches her arms as though just awakened, and revolves her head to
take in all four card players with one glance. Then she laughs a charming laugh, picks up
the revolver, shoots dead the man who used her to bet with, assumes his place at the table,
and turns over his cards… [Can’t decide: A straight flush? Five aces? Just blank? Ask
Bunuel’s opinion at the café tonight. Worth a supercilious half-smile and the price of a
bottle of wine.]
5
The Great Zambini stepped out of the poster of himself, struck his silver-tipped cane
against the likeness of a fire-eater, and used it to light his cigar. There was an alleyway
beside the theatre, an alleyway so narrow and crooked that its rats had never seen the sun
or the moon, and in which was located the stage door. He rapped on this door three times
with his cane, and after a brief wait it opened a few inches and an eye appeared in the gap.
The eye blinked in acknowledgment and then disappeared back inside. Three or four
minutes passed while The Great Zambini patiently smoked his cigar. Then the door
opened again and out stepped The Human Skeleton, followed by The Bearded Lady,
followed by The Wild Man of Borneo, followed by The Siamese Twins. To each as they
appeared (and there were a dozen more), The Great Zambini gave a ticket and a
courteous bow. And when the entire troupe was assembled he addressed them thus:
“Now, Ladies and Gentlemen, we will enter the front of the theatre and sit among the
greatest freak show on earth – a Paris audience!”
6
She draws her eyebrows with his fountain pen; he writes the first line of a poem with her
eyebrow pencil. She paints her lips with a finger dipped in his bottle of ink; he writes the
second line of the poem with her lipstick. She wraps the sheet of paper upon which he has
been writing his poem around her breasts; he writes the third line on her brassiere. They
make love. And when they wake up each of their bodies has been tattooed with alternate
lines of a poem that is the story of their love affair.

-Michael Paul Hogan
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H(amok) Living
If my youthful exuberance ever fades,
and late night meanderings make way for
swaying hammocks in unison with the
rhythm of the wind,
then let the unbearable ennui
consume me quickly.
Cause I can’t be that guy,
crouched in the shade,
lawn-mower in tow,
awaiting unsuspecting grass to grow.
Witnessing these withered fists –
once raised in rebellion
simply for rebellion’s sake –
now shake at
kids who trample my exquisitely landscaped
azalea bushes.
What hypocrites aging can make the unready

-John Moon
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Snug Around the Midlife
What is this hypocrisy gnawing
at me whilst copy and pasting
poems of my past struggles from
one tablet to another?
Condensed to gigs and dropboxes,
old volumes of marble notebooks decompose within
the darkened crawl spaces I once resided
when I was poor and passionate and fought wars daily to survive.
But my words, a once great whirling dervish of beliefs, now lay chained to stunted
ambitions, battling belt loops and the illusion that I have made it.
Ain't it funny how faintly
complacency resembles comfort - like long lost cousins
sneezing as paths cross and resenting each other when no blessings are offered?
And we are never blessed with accidental success,
just potential
wasted on brandy's at dawn and
jadedness in twilight,
or the convenience of settling
in to other peoples stories.

-John Moon
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First Dates With Failed Magicians
Dead canaries
tumbling from
tipped caps.
Presented with
flower props
he's gonna need back.
Lewd remarks about
*wink wink*
sawing you in half sometime.
Hair set ablaze
as quarters are pulled from
behind the ear.
"Ahh shit,
my wallet's
disappeared!"

-John Moon
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-Barbara Kaufmann
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-Barbara Kaufmann
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-Barbara Kaufmann
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Blue moon
I remember the first time I noticed.
Late November, the intermitent working demister, The mist on the inside of the windows
that I carelessly painted backward faces into that moments later became figures from a
horror movie.. The raspiness in his voice as he said to prepare for the dark as the mouth
was hit square on, how the tiny beacons lit up the smoke from their cigarettes as it
permeated out and through to our tiny lungs. They themselves oblivious to the problems
they would never dream of lining up, but did
tunnel vision
somewhere in the middle
the way out
It was not too many more years before we lost her
mum's cooking
how the cookie crumbled
when wet

-Robert Kingston
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funeral parlour
over and over
pachelbel's canon

the sting
from ultra violet
on her skin
the damage he did
in the heat of the moment

-Hazel Hall
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The last rhino
. . . came charging from the sky
with coal-fire eyes
skin thicker than belief
snorting poison till a cloud
of grey-white powder filled the air
more deadly than asbestos
or mass-destruction rockets
it trampled
on apothecaries
and store rooms holding
caches of natural remedies
ripped libraries
of wellness texts apart
then stopped in front of me
as if it sensed I'd signed
one of those on line-petitions
shared posts
with other bleeding hearts
pressed like as if
that might trigger action
from some green politician
time didn't travel back
as I gazed down
the bloody gaping hole
where once a horn had been
and heard the cracks
of gunshots
from fellow human beings

-Hazel Hall
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Reincarnation
rubbish pickup . . .
Wind in the Willows
blowing about
Not far from the temple lies a flattened rat. Enough to haul my mind from cushioned
comfort. A spotless sidewalk stretches around my anxiety.
spinning wheel
Ganeesha dances
on his mouse
Stepping over the carcass, a tourist shudders. But my companion cheerfully advises that
Orwell has come and gone. So has is Poe. Rats make excellent pets, she says.
palpitations
the pendulum swinging
over the pit
Now aware of the rodent's resting place, I detour around parked cars. Each step is a
reminder of its presence. A little more withered. A few less whiskers.
panic attack
the therapist offers
an affirmation
Then comes the realization. I'll have to check the path on a daily basis. Ensure there's
something left to circumnavigate . . .
once I was . . .
hoping my karma
is in the green

-Hazel Hall
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Pennies from Heaven
A penny, dropped from fifty stories, can kill you.
That innocuous circle of metal, seeming obsolete since the demise of penny candy, can be
used as a weapon of death and destruction. Easily available, in rolls of fifty. No ID
necessary. The poor person’s arsenal.
Consider the possibilities . . .
rising up the heat of sweet
revenge

-Peter Jastermsky
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Today’s Special
Cannibalism offers so many advantages that the puzzle is why it doesn’t occur more often.
The problem of ridding our lives of deplorables can be so easily solved if we remember
“Enemy Decimation through Mastication.” But for many, this maxim is a mouthful. Still
others find the concept hard to swallow.
People will pretend that others have a taste for their neighbor, but they don’t. Spend
some time in their company, however, and the leg they’ll be pulling may be your own.
It’s best to be cannibalistic quietly and undercover. Usually, there is safety in numbers in
Life, but once hunger kicks in, the others around you will have a bone to pick. Your gym
workouts make you perfect for “Today’s Special.”
Sooner or later, we all have to accept that it’s an ‘eat or be eaten’ world out there. Time to
get your share, and an extra helping while you’re at it! Warning: this is no time to chew
the fat, unless there’s fresh flesh attached. Delay too long and your next meal may be,
unfortunately, as close as “arm’s length.”
death’s reward
their excuse to betray
nothing

-Peter Jastermsky
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Meals of Camelot
Guinevere would be tender
roasted lovingly over an open fire
each bite of flesh tender
a royal treat
Lancelot might be gamey
with too much muscle
from tournament jousts –
a little extra sage would help
Mordred would be tough
illegitimately inbred
with little thought to how he’d taste –
I’d feed him to my dog
Arthur, of course, smoked,
saved for a special feast –
only kings should dine
on kings
As for Merlin,
aromatic with spells,
he could be a challenge
in the kitchen
So skin the wizard carefully,
meat to satisfy a year’s hunger
or create endless appetite
for more anthropophagic meals
but I, Sawney Bean,
am willing to assume
such a risk

-Deborah P Kolodji
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IN THE WATER
I was the one who found them.
I pushed and the door gave in.
I saw parts of the girl
in the stagnant water.
Pale pink, bits and snips.
Was it decomposition?
Did he maul her that much?
I didn’t come close.
More investigation not needed.
Thus the girl was in pieces
and he was… Any reason
for such extra measure of pain?
Fake repentance? Is it why
he killed himself?
Now he lies in the corner
where twilight becomes dark.
His shape massive and quiet.
His face (what is left of it)
turned away
eyes shut or wide open
on the sunken secret we share.

-Toti O'Brien
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PRINCE OF DARK
You didn’t quite face me. Askew
like those who can’t rest. Squeezed
between a wall and a corner
an in-between place, an escape,
you only got stolen minutes.
You wore a dark suit and looked pale.
But you smiled, when you stuck
your thumb into my mouth
brushing it over my teeth.
Not perfectly straight.
Sorry, dear, for those imperfections,
for the fall of my frame. We are
getting old, brother. Let me slip
my foot between yours to initiate the tango
you have asked for.
Will they let us?
Will something (as always in dreams)
come to destroy the spell?
Fear is stiffening you and all is fading.
I’ve seen this happen before.
I recall this taste of forbidden fruit
tingling on the tip of my tongue
while the motion is stoned
in mid air.
It is dawn. You will vanish.

-Toti O'Brien
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LEGACY
Dad, you’ve been a jerk but
believe me, I forgive. You’ve been bad
but thanks for this bucket of nerves
this basket of snakes, this old rotten hand
you passed down. There are goods
and talents in it. I’ll manage them right.
Mom, what is your gift?
I can’t see it—it’s pitch dark.
Mom, what did you leave?
Did you keep it all for yourself?
Buried into your grave as for
a mighty Queen, Pharaoh’s daughter.
Here I am with this empty dress
I’m washing and pressing with vain
Cinderella’s care—a relic, a wrath
the flower you once were Mom.
Dragonfly wing. Dried up lizard skin.
Remainder of beauty. Received

-Toti O'Brien
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-Toti O'Brien
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-Toti O'Brien
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-Toti O'Brien
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-Toti O'Brien
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-Toti O'Brien
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I Cast A Light
on a wall
in the form of my hand.
My hand becomes a rabbit,
a dog who barks, a bird's wings.
Whenever I shield myself from sun’s dark circle
that sheds its darkness on earth I create light.
Weight of dark on my back
this skin shimmers.
I make silhouettes of light.

-Paul Brookes
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The Night's Experiment
(1. Opening here, where the insignificant
wall of day turns to mystery,
the usual has gone to sleep.
I creep where immense shadows
play with floodlight cast,
I'm searching for the source.
To test the course, I dip my toe
into the lit pool, where a submerged moon
pierces through the swirls
and watch unfurled dark flames
mirror as I unbraid my hair
to make the trembling darkness dance
entranced by day's last remnant white
feathers torn from some unknown bird
left scattered at the gate
of late. 2. But now in white
steam I'm drawn by even deeper night, my body
to the chin given
driven as if in dream to where
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by that same fence by day
I've seen the bright squirrel run for more
I am ignored by lumbering night's
nose-led opossum
on his concentrated track
matter-of-factly as the unexpected green
ominous intricate giant dreamship I have seen
to launch and land before my imagined raft,
I sense the cold draft of what can happen
suddenly. 3. Dangerously real, a strange hull looms,
imagined kiss, I'm swept into resultant crash
in last deep simultaneous heat:
sensed endurance of my small core mixed
with sweet intolerance's hot embrace.
I race to wrap my robe
through cold to climb familiar stairs
to where I may in safety here attest
my best in silence my assent to this
night moon's white and final

-Kath Abela Wilson
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Between Storms
As far as she could see before her
into the distance sky and ocean were the same
Clouds rolled In waves into the sea,
the sea was furious against the shore
Clouds were white and wet against her face.
As she walked between storms
her poetic landscape utterly changed.
In the midst of her poem
five trees had fallen during the night;
their thick trunks lay silent across her path to the beach.
The dark silhouettes of their roots torn upward toward the sky
took on the shape of creatures in conversation.
She listened closely for words buried in the earth with the lifetimes of the trees.
On the faces
of rough stone cliffs
that faced the sea
she had left
her signature.
She had built a gallery
of her works.
She chose
from what the ocean left,
branch and stone.
She moved them
in her tableau,
the ocean moved them.
And now it had taken
them back

-Kath Abela Wilson
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Pool Party
just quietly suffocating now
I told you to
throw me that life preserver
and you never did
I’ll radiate charm school and tequila
the total bill comes to doubt and lust.
My skirt is always an audition.
Don’t worry your savage medusa hair
about it:
red snake
green skin
blow me a hiss.
The forearm acts as plunger
One bite.
Two bites.
The poison spreads.
Meanwhile: she hides behind a paper fan, not wanting to hog
the science spotlight and all of these pastel pastries.
I’m down for the count.
Open book me the frosting.
The placid eye balls,
the sprinkle mouth,
the gooey center.
The flies know what time it is.

-Jenny McBain-Stephens
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A found poem taken from Stephen King’s Salem’s Lot
Mark the Calendar
from the summer seed canister it toppled out / soldered itself to her coccyx / she felt the
twinge before the protuberance / nub popped / two weeks of slow growth and making
coffee like nothing was wrong / a liquid gush / something was there / no sashay to the
side / no easy thigh master squeeze / running to the bathroom to see what was sticking /
what shrank and tickled / bleary function / no not yet / flesh colored twig / pointy end /
no hair / no use going out looking for tail / she grew one / an urge to tie it down to her
leg / so she could wear pants / gray skies fell upstairs / the yoga strap too rough / hold
bridge pose / too long / she made a doctor appointment / she vomited / all around her /
the sun diamond dust exploded / the fenced in yard / the crocuses blooming / so oblivious
/ mocking / a breeze already creating new angles and shifts around her lower back / new
air pockets / but no air to breathe / a knife / a length of twine / kerosene drenched rags / a
shovel

-Jenny McBain-Stephens
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crocodile eyes
gut punched me
more than once
I get that you
have mother issues
Entwine the top of my foot
pad with your face
we’ll draw new angles like
common core
All I ever wanted was someone I
could tamp down rugs with
I combined coconut sugar and flax seed
inhaled cocoa and organic bananas
you could have been more rough
in your tangerine tv time
now I have to get over
a leather hide
a secret hand hold
hard to break
I’ve done the washing
bought fire alarm batteries
christened objects like wool knee socks
that smelled like pine
exploded sun upon rained on jeans
on your floor last in the dark
the partial curtain,
watching your eyes drop down
as only a crocodile can
fast, damaging
my body for a second here
a second there
something I cannot forget

-Jenny McBain-Stephens
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The Haunting

It came for me in the night. As it always comes. There is no knowing when. There is no
preparation. No way to escape. It just comes. Then it takes. But first, it has fun.
I awake in my prison. It is an endless, blackless void. The darkness consumes me. Its
silence a scream in my head, I can feel it creeping in my lungs, choking me. It chose this
prison just for me. Carefully designed it so I could never leave. There are no bars to hold
me in. There is no need. I couldn't escape if I wanted to.
I can hear them all around me, laughing, smiling. I cry out for help. They’re not listening.
They can see me, but why can’t they see me.
“No one can hear you but me. And I’m always listening.” It says. I try not to listen. I can’t.
It won’t be ignored.
I try to sleep. It takes my dreams.
I see my daughter laughing. She feels distant even though she is beside me.
“I don’t want to be here anymore.” I say. “I want to be free.”
“There is only one way.” It says.
I know the way. But it’s too permanent for me.
I never know how much time passes while I'm in my prison. Days, months, years. It’s all
lost to me.
I awake. My prison is gone. I am free.
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This is temporary. It will return. It always returns.
I hug my daughter, I kiss my husband. I dream again.

It gave me six days. I wake in my prison. My chest hurts to the point of suffocation. My
heart is dead. My head is screaming. My soul is empty. The mental torture of my prison is
far worse than any darkness.
“Why have you returned?” I plead.
“I have always been here. I need you.” It said. I can feel the darkness seep into me. The
cold shudder starts in my head, moves to my heart, then snakes its way through me.
Leaving nothing in it’s wake. It has killed me once again. I am broken.
“How long will I be here?”
“Forever. You know you will never be happy again.”
I weep.
I fill the empty days in my prison watching the world around me. I scream but no one
hears me.
“I hear you.” His voice is beautiful.
“He may hear you but he doesn’t understand.” It snarls. “I was here first. I will be here
last. They will never understand. They were happier before you came into their lives.
They will be happier if you left.”
“I will be happier if you left.”
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“You will never be happy again. You will never be happy again. You will never be happy
again.
Youwillneverbehappyagainyouwillneverbehappyagainyouwillneverbehappyagainyouwillnev
erbehappyagain-”

It continues, playing an endless loop in my prison. It’s so loud I can barely think. That’s
the point. I can't think and I can’t hear him. I want to hear him.
I sleep. It takes my dreams.
The days grow harder the longer I’m in my prison. It only grows stronger.
One day, one week, one year later I wake and I’m free. I dream again.
This ends today.
I will not go back to my prison.
I know the only way.
I take the pills. I open the bottle. I swallow. I double it.
“I’m not going anywhere.” It warns.
“One of us leaves todays.”
I sleep. I dream. It greets me. But I hear his voice.
-Gabriele McPeek
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-Alexis Rotella
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-Alexis Rotella
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-Alexis Rotella
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winter moon ...
the slow bend
of her bones

sold sign ...
grandma leaves
her smile behind

cliff's edge ...
a life jacket floats
downstream

feeding the tree
to the shredder ...
autumn dusk

-Dave Read
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Park Bench
1.
huddling together
in thin coats; the stars provide
no heat
2.
a breath,
she pulls away; leaving me
clacking heels
3.
gazing ...
a gap where
the path dips
4.
an owl calls
a scuttle of leaves
in the brush
5.
afterthought;
my route home
through the dark
6.
no new message
on the machine: I listen for
the wind

-Dave Read
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You Always Leave Me
You always leave me
gasping for breath
and grasping with fragile fingertips
at broken words
that never meant anything in the first place
You left me
writing a million suicide letters
in scribbled down, hurried penmanship
that I can barely read
because I want to get this over with.
You have no remorse
and I am left
screaming myself hoarse
trying to save something
that was damned
from the start.

-Savanna Gregory
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-Elliot Nicely
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-Elliot Nicely
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-Elliot Nicely
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Cleaning Crew
country music blaring
my supervisor
drives us to various
dives
we leave our boots on
and we can't sit down
because of the possibility
of syringes
I prefer to clean the bathroom,
though I can never understand
all the trinkets —
a forest of elves
migrating
the woman who complains
about everything
is pushed
to complete
her tasks
there is never enough
all-purpose spray,
almost an empty bottle —
it is clear they are saving
cents
the man who is always home
tells me he is the rooster
because he has all the chicks ...
I don't like moving his false teeth
and his toilet never works
After work
I walk home alone
upon faded crosswalks

-Marshall Bood
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locked glass cases
in the crime lab . . .
ashes of an arsonist

-Gary Eaton
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All Souls' Day ...
the snow and dust
fall together
shadow play
the ghosts
of my life
dementia ...
combing the hairs
of an old doll

-Eufemia Griffo
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the warm August sun
is no match
for these dark worries I hang a new birdhouse
in the cedar
I am turning
into an old lady
same clothes every day
there are no answers
just stories
over seventy now
white hair
morphing into
heron feathers
I am preparing to fly
saving a spider
from the sink
I hope she remembers
when the insects
take over
cold coffee –
a mourning dove watches
the ambulance leave

-Leslie Bamford
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-Leslie Bamford
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-Leslie Bamford
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An Oasis
I revisited my old diary and the letters kept at a remote corner of my home. My swollen
eyes glanced
through and I felt myself swept in reverse flow of time. The youthfulness, the sweet
remembrance and
the articulated writings relentlessly murmured in my ears. The fragrance of memories
glided me to a
different garden……. for a moment I felt the wilted flowers blossomed afresh again.
A sudden cold wind gushed inside and I carefully folded my memories, but the breeze
hardly I could
seize.
flapping wings
through the sunlit day-sudden darkness

-Pravat Kumar Padhy
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- poem: Salil Chaturvedi, illustration: Priya Kuriyan
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Blood Quantum
Do our loons still wail in the natal woods of Tennessee?
You dreamed an army of imbeciles were stalking door to door
chopping the hands off of anyone skilled at creating
& they would kill anyone who could think for themselves
so we desperately hid the children in the cabinets.
Wild geese are flying in Vic formation
dread bombers with the voices of clown horns.
We’ve set aside old enmities & fading bruises—
are made strange bedfellows again
in the face of spring’s fresh green assault.
There’s a specter of moon marring the pale blue sky,
a black & white photograph comes to mind:
newlyweds, sharply dressed. The groom is gaunt & smug
in his grey 3 piece suit, the bride wears an elegant gown,
black pumps & black leather gloves.
An owl’s talon grasps her black clutch.
She has high cheekbones & a dour, sullen mien. There are
whispers crawling in the attic, an incessant gossiping
rattles the eaves & such damp menace resides
in the rustling of the trees. They will fabricate their vile myths
the way we wove our oral histories.
Time for another round of transgenerational telephone.
Federal Census 1930. Mother: unknown Father: unknown
How many miles of track have buried the answers
that our interrogators are pushing toward?
Am I sweating under the spotlight
or is it merely that the prodigal sun has returned
to raise fecund havoc from the chill & gloom-soaked earth?
I imagine a 3 year old with dark almond eyes,
silk raven waves, her tear's trail long dried
as the orphan train rattle-chuffles westward.
Last stop will mean either adoption or indenture.
I am more comfortable than most when it comes to gray areas.
The cuckold moon eyes us suspiciously, but nevertheless
threw the dogs off our scent. We warily peer from the Venetians.
My cousins put beads & feathers in their hair, played at Cowboys & Indians.
Such are the stories we were told—illusions of collective self
stitched together from folklore & old photographs.
In this moment, however, there is nothing but our children
laughing & playing as if nothing had ever happened,
as if the world were not dropping out from under our feet
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in a widening gyre of vertigo & adrenaline.
I’ve dreamt that the hangman fashions his noose from red tape
that the gallows I walk were crafted from matchsticks.
Nothing has changed, & yet everything has.
A sparrow serenades from the electric wire.
Cars hiss by on the rain-slick streets & the heater kicks on
with the sound of a distant waterfall.
Somehow, the world will still try to rob you of peace
at every juncture—today I don a shamrock & toast
three cheers for all my whiskey sodden kinsmen.
Great Granddaddy Walter drowned in the bottle
half way through the last family road trip.
I tear the photograph in half. Some theorists claim
the farther we go back in time the more quantum realities
comprise the simultaneous paths we’ve taken
to reach this current moment. In this way, perhaps,
we all retain a quotient of innocence.

-Clayton Beach
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sizzling grease
she fingers the butcher’s knife
over the bassinet

-Joshua Gage
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Woman beneath the Sheets
It rained the night before
and it rained on a woman
beneath the sheets.
I was there, perched at a corner and stared
for beneath the sheets was a woman― my mother.
I could not speak for my mouth was
already a graveyard swallowing her bits by bits.
She possessed a body like that of a
starved and deformed child weary of
these past years when a woman
would wake each morning with the fear
that in the evening she may never see her child anymore
as playgrounds are turned grounds for grenades and bombs
and graves for people you know and don’t know;
that her husband who went to trade may never return
as no one knows when the herdsmen or boko haram will
rush in with their hands filled with death and deaths.
It rained the night before
beneath the sheets, and it
rained on a woman
who was my mother, and
there was a speaking silence.
-Chinua Ezenwa-Ohaeto
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-Olivier Schopfer
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-Olivier Schopfer
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Death Trap
A towering figure with a slim build appeared before me, accompanied by the bitter stench of dead
bodies which suffocated my lungs. I could never forget his white suit with blood stained trim as he
bowed before me. “Hello, darling...” the creature growled. I stammered as I attempted to speak. No
words. He was terrifying and beautiful with the purest porcelain skin and entrancing fanged grin. I felt
his deep gray eyes staring into my soul, reading every thought to have ever entered my mind. “Are
you...” “Lucifer?” he interrupted. I nodded. Cold, shrill laughter rang in my ears. “Of course”, he
sang with a hiss, still looking into my eyes. With two words he had stripped my innocence at fourteen
years old. He had a proposition for me; not the type you see in movies where you “sell your soul to
the devil”, but a much worse scenario. He wanted me to willingly surrender myself to his every wish.
He called it his queen, but I knew I would just be one more servant in his realm of torture. I
declined. It's a trap. A smirk glistened before a thunderous “YOU THINK YOU'RE TOO GOOD
FOR ME!?” escaped his lips, forcing me to cower with teary eyes. “N-no. I just have people who
need me here on earth.” “If you say so...” he challenged back as he disappeared into nothingness. I
attempted to clear the air of his aroma as a series of questions began to unfold in my head. The
phone rang. I jumped as I allowed an f-bomb to slip from my lips before taking the call. “Hello?”
“Yes, is this the Richmond residence?” It is. “Is your mother home?” She isn't. The sound of silence
on the receiving end. “Sweetie, your grandmother has been killed in a car accident.” A scream
exhaled from my vocal chords, followed by uncontrollable sobbing. I threw the cordless phone as it
shattered against the wall opposite of me. A few seconds later, my eight month pregnant mother
dragged herself through the door while wearing a look of terror. “Have you heard?” she asked with a
monotone sigh. “About grandma? Just did.” tears still streaming down my face. “No... what
happened to mom?” she snapped at me. “Car accident... what the hell were you talking about?”
“Dad...” My mother couldn't get one more word out before I shrieked “No! Not him too...” What
the fuck was happening? My entire world was falling apart. Suddenly, a blank expression overtook
my face. “Mom... where's my baby brother?” “I let him play in the back yard so I could talk to you.”
Before I could even complete a solid thought, I darted for the backyard and stood at the glass door,
staring out at the toddler I loved so dearly being devoured by his faithful, loving dog. I felt mom
shove past me as I heard the most gruesome cry I had ever witnessed in my existence coming from
her mouth. I grabbed my mother by her arm I begged her, pleaded for her to stay inside. She
refused, but I couldn't blame her. Although I had pieced together what was happening, she had no
idea of the events that unfolded that day. Mom stumbled out the back door and headed straight for
what was left of my brother's limp body... it wasn't long before the demon dog smelt her fear. Blood
and screams were all I saw and heard before I closed my eyes, nauseated by the foul smell I had
forgotten about. When I finally gained the courage to look out the red-splattered window, all I could
see was my mother lying in a puddle of blood-stained grass with my baby sister's lifeless body
struggling to breathe ripped from her womb. Ice cold breath stung the back of my neck. “Are you
ready, my love?”-- the nastiest words ever whispered into my ear. I hung my head as I noticed my
raggedy band t-shirt being transformed into the most elegant ballgown to ever grace the universe. A
black corset laced against my back as I heard a popping sound followed by excruciating pain. Silver
wings clawed their way out of my shoulder blades as Hades himself licked the blood from my spine
with his slimy tongue, cut in two. The monster grabbed my hands, kissed them both, and dove into
the portal he created in what was once my safe space. The creature has captured my soul and stored
it in his most precious time capsule. I have danced with the devil. He has recreated me and made me
whole once again. He calls me his treasure. He calls me... death.

-Lori A Minor
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cat scratch
another lie
about my scars

family dinner
adding salt
to my own wounds

-Lori A Minor
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doppelganger
I purchased my face in a drugstore. I don’t remember much, but I know it was late,
maybe 2 or 3 in the morning. My only intention walking in was to buy some whiskey, the
cheap kind in the plastic bottle that tastes like stale piss but gets you wasted. My old eyes
were drawn to it instantly, magnetized to it’s smooth plastic skin that seemed to glow
beneath the flickering florescent lights. Strands of synthetic black hair were stitched into
the top of its latex forehead, and fell across its empty eyes like cool streaks of midnight. It
wasn’t scary or monstrous like the others. It looked human. Even more so than the face I
was born with. It looked like someone had forgotten their own face on the shelf while
shopping, and never came back for it. I set the whiskey down beside the bags of expired
Halloween candy then breathed onto its lips, and in that breath it seemed to know all of
my darkest secrets.
hangover –
the mirror stares
at who I’ve become

-Chase Gagnon
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-Chase Gagnon
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-Chase Gagnon
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Announcements
If you follow us on social media, you'll know that we've been talking about some big announcements
lately. The biggest being the launch of Scryptic's brand new publishing house called Misfitbooks!
Misfit books will publish and sell collections of poetry, stories, photography and art by readers like
YOU! We've been hard at work the past few months putting together two exciting new chapbooks of
poetry to start this little house of our off with a bang. Scryptic Magazine and Misfitbooks are proud to
announce the publication of "Taking Flight" by Gabriel Bates and "Radical Women A Book of Femku"
by Lori A Minor. Anyone who follows haiku knows that these are two of the most exciting names in the
genre, so follow the link below to purchase your copies and check out the new Misfitbooks website
(which is still somewhat under construction, but we're getting there!)
If you have a manuscript you feel we'd enjoy, please check out our inquiry page.
https://seet25.wixsite.com/misfitbooks
For reviews of these books, please see the next page
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Book Reviews

“Taking Flight” by Gabriel Bates
In “Taking Flight” Gabriel Bates effortlessly blurs the line between traditional and
experimental senryu and haiku, which makes his premiere chapbook completely original.
A beautiful example of this is
whisper of night the sidewalk
reflecting myslef reflecting
Bates plays around with a sort of dark innocence that is not usually seen in most short
forms such as in this piece
ice cream jingle
the neighborhood empty
of children
I firmly believe that “Taking Flight” is rightfully named as the recurring theme of flight is
used in every since of the word. A favorite of mine from this book, which I believe to be a
true gem, represents a more metaphorical use
heaven's party in the kitchen
she makes a list of loved ones
What ties this magical work of art together is the cover, taken by Kenzie King, which
speaks to me as we are all but a bee taking up space and floating from one journey to the
next.
-Lori A Minor
co-editor of Scryptic Magazine
http://www.lulu.com/shop/gabriel-bates/taking-flight/paperback/product-23338041.html
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Book Reviews

“Radical Women A Book of Femku” by Lori A Minor
In Lori’s first chapbook, she displays a mastery and confidence of haiku by turning the
form on it’s head and bending it to her whim. Forget falling leaves and cherry blossoms,
Minor’s imagery is stark and brave… and sometimes shocking
daddy issues
deleting dick pics from
my father
I really enjoy the way Lori talks openly and freely about subjects that some would consider
taboo, but never merely for shock factor. The following piece is a brilliant example of this
PMS
the way you tear
yourself apart
One of the best things about this book is the comedic relief between the weight of the
more serious poems. Both Minor’s sense of self and humor are on full display in this
collection.
snipping
the itchy rainforest
between my legs
It’s safe to say that there has never been a collection of haiku quite like this in the history
of literature, and radical women is destined to be an instant classic!
-Chase Gagnon
co-editor of Scryptic Magazine
http://www.lulu.com/shop/lori-a-minor/radical-women-a-book-offemku/paperback/product-23337406.html
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